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Each point = 200 repetitions

Oscillations de Rabi d’un atome unique 

Spectre de la transition entre deux niveaux hyperfins de l’état 
fondamental du 87Rb (Institut d’optique, Palaiseau) 

Oscillations de Rabi d’un atome unique 

Oscillation de Rabi entre deux niveaux hyperfins de l’état 
fondamental du 87Rb (Institut d’optique, Palaiseau) 
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Ultra-cold atoms in optical lattices
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Boson (Rb, Na, 7Li, 39K, 4He*), 
Fermion (6Li, 40K),
Magnetic atoms (Cr, Dy…)
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“Single-photon” Rabi oscillations

(Rauschenbeutel et al., 2000). Finally, Sec. VIII reviews
atom-cavity entanglement obtained through nonreso-
nant dispersive interaction. We describe the generation
of mesoscopic Schrödinger cat states of the field (Brune
et al., 1996) and the study of their decoherence dynam-
ics. We conclude (Sec. IX) by presenting some perspec-
tives opened by these experiments.

II. THE CAVITY QED ENTANGLING MACHINE

The experimental setup is sketched in Fig. 1.2 Circular
Rydberg atoms are produced in zone B by the excitation
of a velocity-selected rubidium atomic beam effusing
from oven O . They cross one by one a high quality su-
perconducting cavity C and are finally detected by the
field ionization detector D . The whole setup is cooled to
around 1 K to minimize thermal field noise.

A. The circular Rydberg atoms

Circular Rydberg states (Hulet and Kleppner, 1983)
correspond to large principal and maximum orbital and
magnetic quantum numbers. The valence electron or-
bital is a thin torus centered on the atom’s core, reveal-
ing quantum position fluctuations around the classical
Bohr orbit. According to the correspondence principle,
the properties of these states can be understood in clas-
sical terms. The transitions between neighboring circular
states fall in the millimeter-wave domain for principal
quantum numbers of the order of 50. Our experiments
involve the three circular levels with principal quantum
numbers 51, 50, and 49, called e , g , and i , respectively
(see bottom inset in Fig. 1). The e!g and g!i transi-
tions are at 51.1 and 54.3 GHz, respectively. The degen-
eracy of the Rydberg manifold is lifted by a small elec-
tric field isolating the e , g , and i states from the other
noncircular levels. This field stabilizes the highly aniso-

tropic orbit (Gross and Liang, 1986) and can also be
used to tune the e!g and g!i transition frequencies
using the quadratic Stark effect. The dipole matrix ele-
ments of these transitions, proportional to the radius of
the circular orbit, are very large (1250 atomic units for
the e!g transition).

The radiative lifetimes of e , g , and i—of the order of
Tat!30 ms—are much longer than those for noncircular
Rydberg states. In free space, the atoms would propa-
gate a few meters at thermal velocity before decaying.
Radiative decay is thus negligible along the 20-cm path
inside the apparatus. The circular levels are ionized in a
moderate electric field (128 V/cm for e) inside the de-
tector D . The resulting electrons are accelerated and
counted with a 40 (10)% detection efficiency. Since e , g ,
and i ionize in different fields, D is state selective. All
our information about the system’s state is provided by
this field-ionization detection.

The preparation of the circular levels in B (Nussenz-
veig et al., 1993) combines diode laser excitation and ra-
diofrequency transitions. The process is pulsed and the
atomic preparation time is known within a 2-!s interval.
The circular state purity is "98%. Atomic velocity se-
lection is an essential ingredient for the control of ex-
perimental sequences on each atom. It is performed by
Doppler-selective optical pumping techniques (Hagley
et al., 1997; Nogues et al., 1999) and results in a "2-m/s
velocity class width. The position of each atom inside
the apparatus is thus known with a "1-mm precision, an
essential condition for individual atomic control.

The circular states excitation process prepares, on the
average, 0.2 atoms per pulse, with Poisson statistics.
Most pulses do not produce any atom and are rejected
by the data acquisition software. In the remaining
events, the probability for having two atoms in the same
sample is about 20%. Half of these two-atom events are
detected as such and rejected. Single atom events are
thus selected with a 90% probability.

B. The superconducting cavity

The cavity is an open Fabry-Perot resonator, made of
two carefully polished spherical niobium mirrors facing
each other (with each mirror having a diameter of 50
mm and a radius of curvature of 40 mm and with a dis-
tance between mirrors equal to 27 mm). The cavity sus-
tains a Gaussian TEM900 mode at frequency #, with a
w!6 mm waist, resonant or nearly resonant with the
e!g transition. This Fabry-Perot geometry is compat-
ible with the application of a static electric field along
the cavity axis, which is essential for the manipulation of
circular states. Two small holes pierced in the center of
the mirrors allow us to couple microwaves in and out of
the cavity. The resonance frequency, tuned by mechani-
cal translation of the mirrors, and the quality factor Q
can thus be easily determined by cavity transmission ex-
periments. A classical source S can be used to inject in
C a small coherent field (Glauber, 1963).

Our best cavity so far has a photon storage time Tr
!1 ms (corresponding to Q!3#108). This time is much

2More details can be found in Brune et al. (1994, 1996a,
1996b), Hagley et al. (1997), Maı̂tre et al. (1997), Nogues et al.
(1999), Rauschenbeutel et al. (1999, 2000).

FIG. 1. Experimental apparatus. Top inset: top view of the
cavity mode and of the two Ramsey field zones. Bottom inset:
relevant circular levels.
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tion in D , allows us to detect the spin along an arbitrary
direction on the Bloch sphere. In the language of quan-
tum information, the two-level systems are qubits, cod-
ing superpositions of !0! and !1! states. In this context,
R1 and R2 allow us to perform the most general single
qubits operations. For instance, the "/2 pulses are
known as Hadamard transforms (Ekert and Josza,
1996).

III. THE QUANTUM RABI OSCILLATION

A. Vacuum Rabi oscillation

The entangling mechanism in our experiments is
based on the atom-cavity-field interaction. The simplest
situation corresponds to an atom in level e entering the
cavity, initially in its vacuum state !0!. The cavity mode
frequency # is equal to the e!g transition frequency
#eg . The initial atom-cavity state !e ,0! is coupled by di-
pole emission to !g ,1! , describing an atom in the lower
state g and a cavity containing one photon. Quantum
oscillations are expected between these two states
(Haroche, 1992). These ‘‘vacuum Rabi oscillations’’
(Rempe, Walther, and Klein, 1987; Brune et al., 1996)
correspond to the oscillatory regime of spontaneous
emission in a high Q cavity.

Quantitatively, the situation is described by the well-
known Jaynes and Cummings (1963) Hamiltonian:

H!$#eg%z"$#&a†a"1/2'#i
$(

2
f&x '&%"a#%#a†',

(3.1)

where a and a† are the photon annihilation and creation
operators in the cavity mode, and %z , %" , and %# are
the Pauli matrices of the atomic pseudospin. The atom-
field coupling constant (/2 is equal to dE0 /$ , where E0
!1.5 mV/m is the rms vacuum field at the cavity center
and d is the dipole matrix element for the e!g transi-
tion ((/2"!47 kHz). The cavity mode Gaussian struc-
ture is described by the real function f(x)
!exp( # x2/w2) (x)vt is the atomic position along the
beam, with x!0 on the cavity axis).

Let us consider first an atom at cavity center x!0
with v!0. If the system starts at time t!0 from !e ,0! its
state at time t is

!*e& t '!!cos&(t/2'!e ,0!"sin&(t/2'!g ,1!. (3.2)

If the system starts in state !g ,1! instead, its state be-
comes at time t :

!*g& t '!!cos&(t/2'!g ,1!#sin&(t/2'!e ,0! (3.3)

(we use here the interaction representation). In general,
these expressions describe a time-varying entanglement
between the atomic and cavity systems. When the atom
moves across the cavity, these expressions apply pro-
vided we replace t by an effective interaction time t i
taking into account the spatial variation of the coupling.
When the atom interacts resonantly with the cavity
across the full mode structure, t i!!"w/v . Note that the

atom-field entanglement is ‘‘frozen’’ when the atom
leaves the cavity mode. The entanglement becomes then
nonlocal.

We have observed (Fig. 3) the quantum Rabi oscilla-
tion in vacuum by measuring the probability Pe(t i) that
the atom remains in level e at time t i (Brune et al.,
1996). Ideally, this probability oscillates at frequency
(/2" (vacuum Rabi frequency):

Pe!
1"cos (t i

2
. (3.4)

The time t i is determined by the atomic velocity. The
damping of the experimental signal is mainly due to
technical imperfections. During the first Rabi oscillation,
a wide variety of atom-cavity entangled states can be
obtained with high fidelity by choosing properly t i .

B. Useful Rabi pulses

When (t i!"/2 (‘‘"/2 Rabi rotation’’), the final atom
field state reads

!*"/2!!
1

&
& !e ,0!"!g ,1!). (3.5)

With an appropriate pseudospin states definition, it is
the EPR state of Eq. (1.1). The entanglement, created in
a time of the order of 5 +s, lasts as long as the photon in
the cavity (1 ms).

When (t i!" , the atom-cavity system, initially in
!e ,0!, ends up in the nonentangled state !g ,1!. If the
system starts from !g ,1! instead, it ends up in #!e ,0! .
This ‘‘" Rabi rotation’’ swaps the atom and cavity exci-
tations. More generally, if the atom is initially in a super-
position of e and g and the cavity in vacuum, the atom
ends up in g , leaving in the cavity a superposition of the
zero and one photon Fock states:

&ce!e!"cg!g!)!0!!!g!&ce!1!"cg!0!). (3.6)

FIG. 3. Vacuum Rabi oscillations. The atom in state e enters
an empty resonant cavity. Pe denotes the probability for de-
tecting the atom in e as a function of the effective interaction
time t i . Three important interaction times (corresponding to
the "/2, ", and 2" Rabi rotations) are indicated.
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Quantum circuits

Factorization algorithm (P. Shor) with photons

O’Brien, Science 2009
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Triggered emission of single photons by an atom
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Is it really a single-photon source ?



Based on photon emission by a single microscopic dipole

Sources triggered by the excitation = « deterministic »
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Commercial single-photon sources 
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Superconducting circuit and qubits
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Superconducting circuit and qubits



A zoo of qubits with SC circuits

Système à 2 
niveaux

Le plus utilisé : le transmon

𝐸# ≫ 𝐸$

Krantz, P., Kjaergaard, M., Yan, F. et al (2019)
A quantum engineer's guide to superconducting qubits

Applied Physics Reviews, 6(2)


